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Summary of Public Comments received on the 1st draft of the
ASC Responsible Feed Standard.
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Introduction
This document provides a synthesis of received feedback on the first draft of the ASC
Responsible Feed Standard.

To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the
overview file (excel) on the ASC website:
http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1.

The first public comment period was held from 30 June until 11 September 2015. Within this
period, 1014 written comment lines where received from 47 different stakeholders.

In addition to written feedback, also 4 workshops where organized (Bangkok, Ho Chi Minh
City, Guangzhou and Santiago) to collect in-person feedback on the draft standard. In total
160+ people participated and  59 comments where noted from these workshops.

This summary document also includes a summary of the Responsible Feed Standard Steering
Committee (SC) response to the comments and which next steps will be taken.

The comments are grouped according to the structure of the first public comment
document:

 Part A – Purpose, Scope and Considerations
 Part B – Standard Development Process
 Part C – Specific issues and challenges for which stakeholder feedback is requested
 Part D – Initial Draft ASC Responsible Feed Standard

o Principle 1 – General Feed Mill Requirements
o Principle 2 – Responsibly Sourced Marine Ingredients
o Principle 3 – Responsibly Sourced Terrestrial Plant Ingredients
o Principle 4 – Responsibly Sourced Terrestrial Animal Ingredients

In case you have questions regarding this document, please contact the ASC Secretariat
(michiel.fransen@asc-aqua.org).
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Part A - Purpose, Scope and Considerations

Numerical overview of received written feedback

Received
feedback lines

-
TOTAL

Received
feedback lines

–
Purpose

Received
feedback lines

–
Scope

Received
feedback lines

–
Considerations

Industry 21 7 6 8
Non-industry 14 5 5 4

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Purpose”

From the received feedback it becomes clear that the purpose statement of the draft
standard is not (yet) clearly defined. This leaves too much room for interpretation and could
potentially result in misleading interpretation of claims.

Two clusters in the received stakeholder feedback are identified1:
1) Feedback indicating that the current purpose description and the standard content

do not match:
o The purpose statement mentions feed ingredients, while the standard itself

also focuses on the milling process. The purpose statement does not
mention the feed mill/milling process.

o Referring to national/regional legislation gives a great variety in the possible
implementation of the various rules. The risk with this is that it will not
create any change, and that the status quo continues.

The stated purpose in the standard gives the impression that more is being claimed
than actually is described in the standard.

2) Feedback on the aim of ASC to address and reduce key impacts. These key impacts
are not clearly spelled out in the standard.

In addition to this, a number of other comments refer to completion/adjustment of the
table on page 7.

 SC Response: the SC recognizes that the purpose statement is indeed not explicit enough
and leaves certain aspects of the draft standard unaddressed.

Likewise, the SC recognizes the key impacts are not mentioned explicitly enough within
this draft and require more clarification.

All received feedback will be taken into considerations and necessary improvement will
be made in the second draft of the standard.

1 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1.
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Summary stakeholder feedback on “Scope”

From the received feedback it becomes clear that the scope of the standard is not (yet)
clearly defined.  This leaves too much room for interpretation and could potentially result in
misleading interpretation of promises.

The following clusters in the received stakeholder feedback are identified2:
1) It is not clear whether the product (feed), and/or the feedmill falls under the Unit of

Certification. Proposed ideas include two standards: 1) for the feed mill, 2) for the
feed and its ingredients (or: ingredient sourcing requirements).

 One viewpoint expresses the desire to have also audits in the fish meal/oil
plant (mentioned as example/minimum).

o Feedback form – Part A – line 22, 25, 29, 30
2) "The unit of certification for the ASC Responsible Feed Standard is the feed mill." It

must be made explicit from the start in this text that this includes the feed mill's
responsibility to respect human rights and other social / environmental issues in its
supply chains.

 Feedback form – Part A – line 27
3) The way the standard is designed, and how reality is being interpreted by the

auditor (using the Audit Manual), could result in different interpretations of the
standard. The development of the Audit Manual outside the scope of the SC would
be not transparent, and therefore not aligned with ISEAL guidelines.

 Linked to point 4 below (!)
 Feedback form – Part A – line 24 & 26

4) With this Feed Standard, there seems to be a departure from the more metric-based
ASC Farm Standards. This leaves words like “more” or “reduced” open for
interpretation. When these statements would be more metric-based then a
reduction over time towards the norm can be claimed.

 Linked to point 3 above (!)
 Feedback form – Part A – line 32

5) A number of textual corrections/additions need to be made
 Feedback form – Part A – line 23, 28 & 34

 SC Response: the SC recognizes that the Unit of Certification statement is indeed not
explicit enough and gives cause for misinterpretation. This will be clarified and improved
in the second draft of the standard.

The SC will take into consideration to develop the Audit Manual within the scope of this
project. This will leave the final approval of the Audit Manual with the SC and assurance
that rational behind the criteria is incorporated into the Audit Manual.

The SC was mandated to develop means to significantly reduce the environmental and
social impacts created by the production of key ingredients used for aquaculture feed.
This implies that metric-based performance data shall be used where possible. However,
certain requirements can not be expressed in metric-based parameters (e.g.: legislative
requirements) or can not yet be quantified as a result of lack of data (e.g.: average CO2
emission per ton of feed produced – only known for certain fish feed diets).

2 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1.
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The SC recognizes the relevance of addressing human rights and other social issues in the
supply chain. Within the various working groups (marine ingredients, terrestrial plant
ingredients, terrestrial animal ingredients and feed mill) experts are consulted on how to
address these concerns. Besides this, the SC welcomes suggestions from the broader
stakeholder community on how to address these issues

All received feedback will be taken into considerations and necessary improvement will
be made in the second draft of the standard.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Considerations”

From the received stakeholder feedback it becomes clear that the five considerations, on
which the SC requested feedback, have yielded valuable feedback.

The following main feedback points are received3:
1) Extent the table on page 7 to include the most common used feed ingredients and

the specific social/environmental impacts that are generated by their production.
 Feedback form – Part A – line 36.

2) Address novel ingredient sources which form sustainable alternatives for the current
ingredients.

 Feedback form – Part A – line 45
3) An (practical) overview of which indicators are also reflected by other schemes, and

therefore can be left out during an audit in order to save time/costs.
 Feedback form – Part A – line 48

4) GM statement is too ambiguous according to two stakeholders and could refer to
US/EU legislation and approval of GM-products. One other stakeholder requires
transparency of GM-products being used.

 Feedback form – Part A – line 40, 43 & 50

In addition to this, a number of other comments refer to clarification of text and the right
language use.

 Feedback form – Part A – line 37, 38, 39, 42 & 47.

 SC Response: the SC recognizes that the overview table on page 7 of the draft document
does not provide complete enough information on the addressed ingredients. This leaves
room for misinterpretation and possible misleading claims. The table will be clarified and
improved in the second draft of the standard.

Novel ingredients are indeed not addressed within this first draft of the feed standard.
Since both the production volumes and inclusion rates of these ingredients are still
marginal compared to conventional ingredients. In addition to this there are clear
environmental and social issues concerned with current key ingredients being used. It is
for these reasons that the SC has decided to set only requirements for main conventional
ingredients. However, the uptake and development of novel ingredients must be
promoted and this will be included in the second draft.

Certain requirements (especially under Principle 1) have similarities with other existing
standards (GlobalG.A.P., G.A.A./B.A.P., ISO, GRI, etc.). To prevent duplication during

3 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1.
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audits, the SC will look into the possibility to endorse schemes that have synergies and
develop a checklist that will identify which ASC Feed Standard requirements can be
(partly) passed in case the mill is certified against any of the other identified schemes.

ASC has a neutral standpoint on the use of transgenic plant raw materials, or raw
materials derived from transgenic plants, in feed. It does ask for evidence of disclosure in
case >1% of the feed content is transgenic.

All received feedback specifically focusing on content-development of the standard will
be taken into the discussions during the development of the second draft of the Feed
Standard.
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Part B - Standard Development Process

Numerical overview of received written feedback

Received feedback
lines

-
TOTAL

Received feedback
lines

–
Process

Received feedback
lines

–
Governance

Industry 12 6 6
Non-industry 5 2 3

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Process”

Various points of feedback have been received on the structure and performance of the
Technical Working Groups. The feedback includes4:

1. The TWG-Animal is superfluous, and should be merged met TWG-Marine.
 Feedback form – Part B – line 14

2. There is no TWG that solely focuses on social issues within the various supply chains.
With various social issues being revealed in a number of supply chains, having a
TWG-social could be rationalized.

 Feedback form – Part B – line 15
3. It is questioned if TWG’s have access to latest scientific knowledge.

 Feedback form – Part B – line 13

In addition to these structure and performance remark, one remark was received regarding
adding-in definitions for abbreviations.

 SC Response: the SC will take all received comments into consideration and adjust TWG’s
if possible and required. The SC wants to highlight that social-NGO (Oxfam Novib) is
involved in the Steering Committee and that various social-NGO are involved in the TWG-
Marine Ingredients.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Governance and participants”

Various points of feedback have been received on the structure and performance of the
Technical Working Groups. The feedback includes5:

1. Structure of the TWG’s:
o Two remarks are made about the lack of persons with auditing experience on

board the TWG’s and/or SC.
 Feedback form – Part B – line 20 & 27.

o Two remarks are made about the lack of (governments of) developing countries
involved in the TWG’s
 Feedback form – Part B – line 22 & 23

4 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1.5 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1.
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o One remark is made on the lack of transparency on who is involved in the
TWG’s.

 Feedback form – Part B – line 23
2. Content of the work delivered by the TWG’s mainly focuses on the delivered work of

the Plant and Animal TWG:
o One remark was made about the disappointing level of content on the plant and

animal content component of the standard.
 Feedback form – Part B – line 21

o Another remark was made regarding the lack of expertise on the TWG-Plant and
TWG-Animal.

 Feedback form – Part B – line 23

 SC Response: the SC will take all received comments into consideration and adjust TWG’s
if possible and required. The SC also recognizes that indeed the list of TWG-participants is
not published – this will be done before release of the second draft.

The SC agrees with the feedback to invite a person with relevant auditing experience as a
non-voting steering committee member to evaluate the auditability of the standard.
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Part C - Specific issues and challenges for which stakeholder feedback is requested

Numerical overview of received written feedback

Received
feedback

lines
-

Total

Received
feedback

lines
-

Issue 1

Received
feedback

lines
-

Issue 2

Received
feedback

lines
-

Issue 3

Received
feedback

lines
-

Issue 4

Received
feedback

lines
-

Issue 5

Received
feedback

lines
-

Issue 6
Industry 36 4 7 6 7 5 7
Non-
industry 40 6 6 7 7 7 7

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Issue 1 – Relating to setting percentages in the
standard”
In general the concept of applying percentages is found to be acceptable. The points for
discussion that are mainly raised focus on6:

1. How the percentages are applied; following views are expressed:
a. To set percentages that refer not to the year after release of the standard,

but to the first year of certification of a feed mill
 Feedback form – Part C – line 11

b. A growth model that allows for an error margin per year.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 13

c. A growth model that does not set impossible bars for non-western countries
to comply to.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 13
d. A 10-year timeline would make little sense given that the standard needs to

be reviewed/revised every 3-5 year.
2. To what sourcing requirement the percentages refer; following views are expressed:

a. Setting percentages on certified supply, from which the share within global
supply is not known, makes little sense. A lack of correct, public data could
bring more rationale into this discussion.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 15
b. A minimum standard should be GSSI-acknowledged and FIPs should not be

accepted. A list of acceptable schemes linked to the percentages could be a
way forward.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 16.
c. A strict 5-year end-reference to MSC certified supply with the allowance of

C.A.S.S. FIPs.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 18

 SC Response: the SC will take all received comments into consideration and work
together with TWG-Marine Ingredients on a new proposal for the second draft.

The SC agrees with the feedback that a 10-year timeline makes little sense given that the
standard needs to be reviewed/revised every 3-5 year. However, the SC is convinced that

6 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1
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a long term ambition needs to be clearly communicated within the rational of the
standard criteria. This will be adjusted in the second draft.

The SC also urges the Secretariat to develop a numerical overview of the expected
availability of MSC and IFFO RS certified fish meal/oil and ASCs’ demand. The numbers
need to be recognized, made available for public review and included in the final
standard. This will provide more rational to the discussion.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Issue 2 – Relating to the best approach to address the
broad variety of ingredients”
The majority of received feedback suggests that a data driven risk-based approach could be
a viable option.

Below is a summary of the various viewpoints7:
1. A risk-assessment/due diligence approach on key (dominant) ingredients which have

the biggest impacts.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 21, 23, 25 & 33.

2. Collect data on the various impacts via: LCA (LEAP Project), data collection at feed
mill, average primary productivity. This last one could have overlaps with LCA.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 26, 27 & 32.

3. Make an action plan for the non-dominant ingredients.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 33.

Feedback also includes:
4. The standard should promote the uptake of novel ingredients, and not restrain

them.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 24.

5. Refer to “certified” supply as much as possible.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 28 & 33.

 SC Response: the SC will take all received comments into consideration and incorporate
the changes in the second draft of the standard.

The SC recognizes that non-marine ingredients arguably have a bigger environmental
impact than marine ingredients. However, the available “tools” (certification schemes,
self-assessments, guidelines, etc.) focusing on agricultural (feed ingredient) commodities
are, to the knowledge of the SC, limited.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Issue 3 – Relating to the best approach to address
traceability”
Despite consensus on requiring good traceability, there seems to be no strong consensus on
what type and implementation of a traceability model is preferred.

Various opinions include8:
1. Chain of Custody model and Book & Claim.

7 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=18 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1
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 Feedback form – Part C – line 34 & 46.
2. Developing a cascading system of tier control; starting with Tier-1 control.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 37.
3. Having various (levels of) traceability models based on the various commodities.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 39 & 40.
4. Extent auditing from only feed mill to also producers of ingredients.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 41.
5. Focus on B2B-schemes rather then on commodity driven schemes.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 38.

Feedback also included:
6. Do a desk study on possibilities and piggy back/emulate on existing possibilities.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 45.
7. When systems are applied, does an annual mock recall exercise.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 40.

 SC Response: the SC will take all received comments into consideration and incorporate
the changes in the second draft of the standard.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Issue 4 – Relating to setting own baseline criteria”
There is consensus that setting unique requirements on a lower level (e.g.: developing
unique soy requirements) is not desirable. This is in line with the mandate from ASC to refer
to existing schemes where possible.

However, there are various opposing views to what referred standards should comply to. An
overview of the main points9:

1. Rely on credible benchmark tools that are developed (or in the pipeline).
 Feedback form – Part C – line 43 & 60.

2. Develop own criteria to which standards should comply, or refer to ISEAL.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 49, 55, 57, 59 & 60.

3. Any third-part certification scheme would be good.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 55.

In addition it is mentioned that there is a risk in over auditing with this standard, since
several requirements match with requirements of other schemes.

 Feedback form – Part C – line 51.

 SC Response: the SC has the mandate to refer to existing schemes where possible. All
provided feedback will be taken into consideration and incorporate the changes in the
second draft of the standard.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Issue 5 – Relating to allowing producers in
Improvement Projects to supply under ASC Certification”
The majority of provided feedback suggests that IP’s under the Standard should be allowed.
However, within this view of consensus are varying “ifs”10:

9 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file (excel)
on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=110 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file
(excel) on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1
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1. IP’s need to be time bound and progress needs to be monitored (e.g.: reporting).
 Feedback form – Part C – line 62, 65, 67 & 72.

2. Acknowledgement of IP’s will strengthen the “ask” for better practices.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 65, 66 & 67.

3. Support IP’s which work towards a certification that is acknowledged by ASC (e.g.:
ISEAL, own umbrella-criteria).
 Feedback form – Part C – line 70 & 72.

Allowing IP’s for various commodities will create challenges to traceability.

There is only 1 comment that has gives a clear “no”.
 Feedback form – Part C – line 68.

 SC Response: the ASC program aims to transform the aquaculture industry towards
environmental sustainable and socially responsibly practices. Depending on the situation
and requirements an Improver Program can provide the means to deliver on this mission.
All provided feedback will be taken into consideration and incorporate the changes in the
second draft of the standard.

Summary stakeholder feedback on “Issue 6 – Relating to the following issues:
 focusing on several of the higher volume ingredients in the first instance
 making use of existing standards such that volumes of certified feed should be

able to grow relatively quickly
 making use of ‘mass balance’ approaches for bulk products rather than having

separate production systems for certified versus non-certified produce
 creating an ‘entry-level’ option for materials that have yet to achieve a level of

sustainability performance through structured improvement projects
 establishing a process for ASC whereby other ingredients standards that meet

the requirements of the feed standard can be evaluated and recognized. During
research for the feed standard a large number of country level and regional
standards for plant materials were found and some producers may wish to use
these. They will need to provide evidence to the ASC for these standards to be
recognized.”

In general there is consensus on these points, however, more details are needed in order to
get a full approval. Rejections against an entry-level are listed earlier. So is the need for a
mechanism to evaluate and recognize standards11.

 SC Response: All provided feedback will be taken into consideration and incorporated in
in the second draft of the standard. The SC recognizes that these issues are too loosely
defined, making detailed feedback difficult. This will be improved for the second draft.

11 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file
(excel) on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1
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Part D – Initial Draft ASC Responsible Feed Standard

Numerical overview of received written feedback

Received
feedback lines

-
TOTAL

Received
feedback lines

-
Principle 1

Received
feedback lines

-
Principle 2

Received
feedback lines

-
Principle 3

Received
feedback lines

-
Principle 3

Industry 575 322 216 27 10

Non-industry 282 159 101 17 5

Principle 1 – General Feed Mill Requirements
From the provided stakeholder feedback it becomes clear that the direction of most criteria
is agreed upon. However, following points are highlighted12:

 Many definitions are not yet defined in the first draft. This needs to be adjusted and
improved in the second draft.

 Reference to other schemes to avoid duplication should be made more explicit.
 The risk assessment needs to be explained in the second draft. At the time of writing

of the first draft, the risk assessment was not yet ready for publishing.
 The requirements and definitions for traceability and claims need to be (re)defined

and the details need to be mapped out.

 SC Response: All provided feedback will be taken into consideration and incorporated in
in the second draft of the standard.

Principle 2 – Responsibly Sourced Marine Ingredients

From the received stakeholder feedback it becomes clear that there are many opposing
views on the direction taken on Marine Ingredients. These comments mainly focus on whole
fish sourcing requirements (certification requirements of the fisheries), but also question the
draft requirements on the FM/FO-factory and on the achievability of the social compliance
criteria.

Following points are highlighted from all received feedback13:
 There is no decisive feedback on the requested percentage of certified MSC (or

equivalent), IFFO RS (or equivalent) and FIPs for whole fish marine ingredients.
Although this scenario was expected to occur, this now poses the SC with the
challenge to find a way forward.

 Improver Programs (FIPs) received similar opposing feedback. Some stakeholders
reject them, while other see it as the only way to get low-performing fisheries on a
trajectory towards improvement.

 Recently, severe social issues have emerged in fisheries situated in SE Asia. The
TWG-Marine Ingredients recognizes the importance to address these issues, and

12 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file
(excel) on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=113 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file
(excel) on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1
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drafted the requirements as written in the draft document. The main point of
feedback is focusing on the practical implementations (which tools/audits can be
requested for?) of these requirements.

 Several stakeholder comments focus on the fact that the supply chain is not yet
operational. It is essential for the Feed Standard that this is operational before
release of the standard.

 One stakeholder comment suggested to not allow the use of krill as ingredient.

 SC Response: Marine Ingredients play an important role in this standard, and within the
feed/aquaculture industry. The SC will take all provided feedback into consideration for
the second draft of the feed standard.

Principle 3 – Responsibly Sourced Terrestrial Plant Ingredients
AND
Principle 4 – Responsibly Sourced Terrestrial Animal Ingredients

The far majority of feedback indicates that the current requirements are marginal compared
to the extensive requirements drafted for marine ingredients.

Following points from the received feedback are highlighted14:
1. There is a big gap in number of requirements for marine ingredients vs. plant

derived ingredients. So far there are only requirements limited to soy and oil palm
derived products. Clearly there are more commodities that can and should be
addressed.

2. The structure and content of the requirements. Following feedback is noted:
a. There are no impacts mentioned for which the requirements are designed.
b. The scopes of standards mentioned (RTRS and Proterra (and “equivalents”))

is too narrow, and makes sourcing region dependent. A broader framework
such as the FEFAC guidelines could provide a solution.

c. There is also the statement that too little supply from schemes is available
to make it workable.

In addition to this, the statement is made that even if setting requirements is difficult,
finding some basic requirements should be possible.

 SC Response: The draft requirements for plant and animal ingredients are not acceptable
in this form. The SC recognizes this and will take all provided feedback into consideration
for the second draft of the feed standard.

14 To see all public comments received during the first public comment period, please see the overview file
(excel) on the ASC website: http://www.asc-aqua.org/index.cfm?act=tekst.item&iid=311&iids=313&lng=1


